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1.Introduction 
In this age a making unmistakable verification in 

information stowing without end for picture 

information has been found in the examination group. 

It is as major as an outcome of information security 

and transport of information with no copyright 

encroaches The Cryptography, Steganography and 

Watermarking systems can be utilized to get security 

and confirmation of information [1]. The information 

concealing framework can be utilized for duplicate 

right insurance, scene change divulgence [2] other 

than for message passing. Information concealing 

system can in like way be utilized to ponder the 

method for compacted video without the principal 

reference. This quality is discovered by figuring the 

pollutions of the separated secured message [3].   

 

Steganography is the one of the honest to goodness 

methods in the extent of data disguising [4]. Security 

is a principal edge which must be taken into record 

from the underlying strides of the setup technique of 

appropriated databases, especially in security 

essential circumstances [5]. 
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Security and assault discovery component are 

likewise talked about in [6−9].  

 

Encryption and unraveling of the data in the 

correspondence channel are also helpful for 

guaranteeing the data. For encryption and 

unscrambling and can use DES, RSA, RC4 and RC5 

estimations [10]. Square based division can be 

possible with subset superset mining or distributing 

methodologies [11−16]. It is moreover important in 

the scene where the sending data and the wrapper 

will be various so confuse will be additions and the 

security in the getting side will be more constrained. 

In cryptography we perform encryption on the 

primary substance to make the figure substance and 

unscrambling is just a converse instrument to outline 

the plaintext. In steganography we cover the main 

plaintext within whatever other, content, PDF, 

pictures etc. The part of scrutinizing the principal 

substance will be autonomously sent to the recipient 

for data examining. Cryptography is used to change 

the main plain substance to encode or make unclear 

kind of substance [13]. The terrible materials are 

surreptitious on the sender companion with a 

particular true objective to have them withdrawn and 
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captivated from unlawful get to and after that sent by 

method for the framework. Exactly when the data are 

gotten then the reverse methodology will be used for 

disentangling depending upon a computation. 

Translating is the strategy of changing over data from 

encoded association back to their special setup 

[17−21]. 

 

The main objective of this paper is to apply the 

combination of AES and blowfish algorithm for 

video data encryption. 

 

2.Literature review 
In 2013, Yadav et al. [22] recommend that the Video 

is essentially a gathering of pictures; in this way 

much space is open amidst for covering information. 

In proposed arrange video steganography is used to 

cover a secret video stream in spread video stream. 

Each edge of riddle video will be broken into 

individual sections then changed over into 8-bit 

twofold values, and encoded using XOR with puzzle 

key and mixed edges will be concealed at all 

immense bit of each housings using continuous 

encoding of Cover video. To redesign more security 

each bit of riddle housings will be secured in spread 

housings taking after a case BGRRGBGR.  

 

In 2013, Bhautmage et al. [23] proposed another 

procedure for data embedding and extraction for high 

assurance AVI recordings. In this framework rather 

than changing the LSB of the spread report, the LSB 

and LSB+3 bits are changed in exchange bytes of the 

spread record. The riddle message is mixed by using 

a clear piece exchange technique before the genuine 

embedding system starts. A rundown can in like 

manner be made for the riddle information and the 

rundown is placed in a packaging of the video itself. 

With the help of this rundown, they can without a lot 

of an extend focus the puzzle message, which can 

lessen the extraction time.  

 

In 2013, Kumar and Sharma [24] have proposed 

another arrangement of picture steganography i.e. 

Hash-LSB with RSA computation for giving more 

security to data and our data hiding strategy. The 

proposed system uses a hash ability to make a case 

for covering data bits into LSB of RGB pixel 

estimations of the spread picture. This technique 

confirms that the message has been mixed before 

hiding it into a spread picture. In case in any case the 

figure content got revealed from the spread picture, 

the widely appealing individual other than recipient 

can't get to the message as it is in mixed structure.  

 

In 2013, Yadav et al. [25] tries to adjust the 

advancement of the data archives into mixed 

structure using Tiny Encryption Algorithm .This 

Algorithm is to be planned for ease and better 

execution. In an encryption arrange, information is 

mixed using little encryption estimation that 

movements it into a distorted figure content. After 

encryption, the mixed data is embedding in a video 

by using the possibility of steganography and after 

that this video record sent through email. The 

application should have a reversal procedure as of 

which should be in a position to unscramble the data 

to its one of a kind association upon the right 

requesting by the customer.  

 

In 2013, Bhandari and Wadhe [26] propose a 

computationally capable and secure video encryption 

count. This makes secure video encryption feasible 

for nonstop applications with no extra gave gear. 

Besides, and strong security away and transmission 

of automated pictures and recordings is required in 

various propelled applications, for instance, private 

video conferencing and restorative imaging 

structures, etc. Heartbreakingly, the set up techniques 

for data security are not appropriate for the present 

intuitive media use. Likewise, they need to develop 

new security traditions or change the open security 

traditions to be material for securing the intuitive 

media applications.They have completed elliptic 

curve cryptography (ECC) and RC5 estimations are 

said. RSA based encryption has basic issues similarly 

as key size. At present, the RSA estimation requires 

the key length of no less than 1024 bits for whole 

deal security, while it creates the impression that 160 

bits are sufficient for elliptic twist cryptographic 

working. 

 

In 2017, Naveen et al. [27] suggested that the video 

compression and security is important for reliable and 

fast communication. They have proposed a 

combination of embedded zero wavelet (EZW) and 

chaotic logistic map. It emphasizes both compression 

and security. In the primary stage, video is encoded 

utilizing decoupled 3D-DWT design and after that 

compacted utilizing EZW. The information acquired 

from EZW is given as contribution to the turbulent 

calculated guide, which gives security. Disordered 

rationale delineate utilized for giving security as it is 

straightforward and that's just the beginning delicate 

towards the adjustments in the underlying conditions. 

The time taken to give security is effectively lessened 

by tumultuous calculated outline. To give a 

dependable security two keys are utilized at the 

transmitter and three keys are utilized at the recipient. 
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The planning prerequisite of the clamorous calculated 

guide calculation is analyzed with the AES in the 

outcomes area and observed to be vastly improved. 

 

In 2017, Elshamy et al. [28] suggested that the 

multimedia data security has become very important 

for the government and military fields. They have 

applied a video encryption technique and compared it 

with Henon chaotic map system, phase modulation 

system and the proposed technique.  

 

In 2016, Iyer et al. [29] suggesting the video 

encryption is important as the communication based 

on video data is increasing. The video information 

that movements back and forth between the sender 

and the beneficiary needs to go through the most 

unsecure medium of correspondence, the web. The 

current strategies for giving security to the video 

information depends fundamentally on overwhelming 

sign handling calculations which require a ton of data 

transmission and sets aside a considerable measure of 

opportunity to complete the encryption bringing 

about slacks in correspondence. Then again, no single  

encryption calculation is sufficiently secure to give a 

totally impeccable and lossless outcome. Their 

proposed approach has the advantages of hybrid 

technique of encryption with less time. 

 

3.Proposed work 
In this paper AES and blowfish algorithm for video 

encryption based on random process of password 

generation have been applied for efficient encryption 

and decryption process. In this phase the data is 

processed in the form of video file but the file is not 

processed directly for the encryption and decryption 

process. So first the whole video is converted into 

binary file for the encryption and decryption process. 

Means here the binary data is accepted as the input. 

Figure 1 shows the working process of our work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Flowchart of working procedure 
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The combination of AES and blowfish algorithm is 

applied for data encryption and decryption process. 

Algorithm 1 shows the whole process of AES 

algorithm. The binary data is input for the AES and 

blowfish encryption process. First AES algorithm is 

applied on the computational bytes. AES used all the 

128 bits of a plaintext block as the 16 bytes. The 

formations of sixteen bytes are process as a matrix of 

4*4. The main benefit of using AES is it is variable 

in nature as it uses 10 rounds for 128-bit keys, 12 

rounds for 192-bit keys and 14 rounds for 256-bit 

keys. Each of these rounds utilizes an alternate 128-

piece round key, which is computed from the first 

AES key. AES is chosen as it is faster and supports 

larger key size. Blowfish algorithm is chosen as it is 

securing the data in 16 rounds and efficient in image 

encryption. 

 

4.Result analysis 
First category compares the data based on the bin 

calculation. This experimentation is shown in Figure 

2 and Figure 3. Different samples are considered for 

this experimentation and it is found that the 

variations in RGB bins are nominal and so that 

encryption process works correctly and well suited 

for the video encryption. It is also clear that the 

variations in the RGB of original and encrypted 

image are very high so to decipher it is very tough. E-

time comparison is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5 

which show the comparison of encryption time from 

previous method and our approach proof to be useful 

in comparison to the individual and different states of 

algorithm used.  

 

 
Figure 2 RGB Bin comparison for video encryption and decryption for sample 1 State-1 

 

 
Figure 3 RGB Bin comparison for video encryption and decryption for sample 1 State-2 
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Figure 4 Encryption time comparison for State-2 

 

 
Figure 5 Encryption time comparison for State-3 

 

5.Conclusion  
In this paper AES and blowfish algorithm for video 

encryption based on random process of password 

generation have been applied for efficient encryption 

and decryption process. The results are compared in 

in different ways. First category compares the data 

based on the bin calculation. The second comparison 

is based on the speed of different algorithms and the 

encryption time. It is found that the variations in 

RGB bins are nominal and so that encryption process 

works correctly and well suited for the video 

encryption. It is also clear that the variations in the 

RGB of original and encrypted image are very high 

so to decipher it is very tough. E-time show the 

comparison of encryption time from previous method 

and our approach proof to be useful in comparison to 

the individual and different states of algorithm used. 
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